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Office politics—the phrase usually invokes negative
images, such as blaming, backstabbing, favouritism,
resentment and jealousy. Like it or loathe it, professional
success is not merely dependent on merit; being able to
read people and their motives is what keeps one ahead.
A large part of success in the corporate journey is
defined by progress and getting the credit for it; some
people excel at it, while others do not. How can you then
navigate the corporate corridors without playing dirty?
Checkmate Office Politics confronts workplace dynamics
head-on and explains the factors that influence it.
Drawing on her unparalleled experience as an
international facilitator and executive coach, Bhavna
Dalal invites you to understand the political machinery by
offering extensive, simple, practical advice to help
navigate workplace politics effectively and grow in your
career without compromising your ideals.
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Often with the very best intentions, Americans expose
their children to overwhelming pressures, pressures that
can lead to low self-esteem, to teenage pregnancy, and
even to teenage suicide. By blurring the boundaries of
what is age appropriate, by expecting—or imposing—too
much too soon, we force our kids to grow up too fast, to
mimic adult sophistication while secretly yearning for
innocence.With the first edition of The Hurried Child,
David Elkind emerges as the voice of reason, calling our
attention to the crippling effects of hurrying. But in the
decade since this book first appeared, a new generation
of parents has inadvertently stepped up the assault on
childhood, misled by the new and comforting rhetoric of
childhood ”competence.”Now Dr. Elkind has thoroughly
revised this enormously successful book to debunk the
notion of ”competence” tha thas children racing off to
early enrichment programs, burdened by the pressure to
”achieve,” and coming home alone to an empty house
after school. He sees ”sompetence” as a notion meant
to rationalize the needs of adults, not to serve the
genuine needs of kids, a notion that has fourth graders
dieting to fit into designer jeans and children of divorce
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asked to be the confidants of their troubled parents.In
updating this new edition, Dr. Elkind takes a detailed and
up-to-the-minute look at the world of today's kids in
terms of education, movies, television, rock & roll, and
social trends, to see where the hyrrying occurs and why.
And as before, he offers parents and teachers insight,
advice, and hope for encouraging healthy development
while protecting the joy and feedom of childhood.
In his debut book, Martin Summer aims to help readers
find nature in an urban world. He discusses how our
modern lives differ from the lifestyles of our ancestors.
He then proceeds to cover six big problems of
urbanization and their destructive impact on our lives.
Practical solutions follow each discussed danger. In the
next part of the book, the author reveals what connecting
with nature means in today's world and why it's possible
to do so even in a big city. Summer provides easy and
fun ideas to use all the senses on your natural outings.
He discusses the tricky subject of finding a compromise
between technology and nature. Through ten elements,
he explains how to turn your home into a nature-friendly
oasis. Lastly, he emphasizes the importance of nature
stewardship and how to espouse it in your everyday life.
If you’re wishing to develop a deeper connection with
life around you, Connecting With Life is the blueprint you
need.
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"Quiet Power is a brilliant handbook for quiet children
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(and their parents). It is a celebration of the introvert" Guardian Your child's teenage years is a time wrought
with insecurity and self-doubt. Their search for a place in
the world can seem daunting. Focusing on the strengths
and challenges of being introverted, Quiet Power is full of
examples from school, family life and friendship, applying
the breakthrough discoveries of Quiet to teenagers that
so badly need them. This insightful, accessible and
empowering book is eye-opening to extroverts and
introverts alike. Unlock your teenager's hidden
superpower and give them the tools to make a mark - in
their own quiet way.
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An alphabetical reference that examines the interplay
between local cultural variations and the innately,
universally human by comparing and contrasting beliefs
and practices related to pregnancy, childbirth, and child
rearing among the world's traditional societies. The
volume surveys some 100 topics, including
childlessness, dominance, moral development,
obedience, tantrums, and toilet training. The entries are
documented and cross-referenced, and many are
accompanied by illustrations. Includes a master
bibliography. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Essays describe the role religion has played in the lives
of Asian Americans as they struggle to adjust to a new
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country and as they forge new identities
"Grab the Queen Power: Live Your Best Life!" is a guide
for women looking to reclaim their personal power.
Transformation requires understanding. Why did women
accept external influences over their own knowing?
Using the Queen archetype as their roadmap, the book
will have its readers reaching for their tiaras before they
know it. After all, it is good to be Queen....
The Congressional Record is the official record of the
proceedings and debates of the United States Congress.
It is published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873.
Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The
Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United
States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress
(1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
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What can Cuban doctors, innovative ranchers in
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Saskatchewan, and the microbiome teach us about how
to care for people and the Earth at the same time? In this
richly layered book, Didi Pershouse takes us on a fastmoving, sharp-witted journey through her own life: from
growing up with the neurosurgeon who accidentally
discovered the seat of memory in the brain, to working in
a smoke-filled office at New York magazine, to her
career as an innovative acupuncturist in Vermont, and on
to a passion for close-knit communities, grazing cows,
and soil restoration as solutions to much of what ails
us.Along the way, she unfolds a surprising new take on
the story of our time: how the germ theory of disease
joined with a profit-based economy, and unwittingly led
to a "sterilization" of medicine, agriculture, and even our
social lives. This 150-year detour has brought about the
near destruction of our climate as well as a great
forgetting of the power of connection.By documenting a
scientific understanding of the intelligence of the whole,
Pershouse nudges us awake with a hopeful view and
shows us how to reclaim the rich, "fertile" lives we are
meant for.
The highly anticipated follow-up to the sensational bestseller
Quiet - empowering introverted children, teens and young
adults Susan Cain sparked a worldwide conversation with
Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World that Can't Stop
Talking. She inspired millions of people, and permanently
changed the way we see introverts - and the way introverts
see themselves. Now she takes the Quiet Revolution to a
younger audience. Childhood, adolescence and your early
twenties are times wrought with insecurity and self-doubt.
Your search for your place in the world can seem daunting.
Focusing on the strengths and challenges of being
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introverted, Quiet Power is full of examples from school,
family life and friendship, applying the breakthrough
discoveries of Quiet to readers that so badly need them. This
insightful, accessible and empowering book is eye-opening to
extroverts and introverts alike. Unlock your hidden
superpower and give yourself the tools to make a mark - in
your own quiet way.
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Simplified Chinese edition of What We'll Build: Plans For Our
Together Future
People's experiences of racial inequality in adulthood are well
documented, but less attention is given to the racial
inequalities that children and adolescents face. Growing Up in
America provides a rich, first-hand account of the different
social worlds that teens of diverse racial and ethnic
backgrounds experience. In their own words, these American
teens describe, conflicts with parents, pressures from other
teens, school experiences, and religious beliefs that drive
their various understandings of the world. As the book
reveals, teens' unequal experiences have a significant impact
on their adult lives and their potential for social mobility.
Directly confronting the constellation of advantages and
disadvantages white, black, Hispanic, and Asian teens face
today, this work provides a framework for understanding the
relationship between socialization in adolescence and social
inequality in adulthood. By uncovering the role racial and
ethnic differences play early on, we can better understand the
sources of inequality in American life.
Jessica Huie went from being a teenage mother, expelled
from school and staying in a hostel to having a glittering
career in public relations, founding two award-winning
businesses and earning an MBE from the Queen. Throughout
the course of a career that has spanned more than 20 years,
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she has worked with some of the world’s biggest stars and
business people, including Simon Cowell, Samuel L. Jackson,
Mariah Carey and Meghan Markle. But there’s more to her
story than that. In Purpose, Jessica shares the lessons she
learned as she went from being an individual who felt
purposeless and unhappy, to someone who recognizes her
complete power to design and create a successful,
meaningful and limitless life built from an authentic
foundation. Using the tools Jessica shares, you too will feel
empowered to get unstuck, begin making real change in your
own life and the lives of others, and live according to your
own true PURPOSE.
A scholar and media critic takes a provocative look at the
portrayal of women in American popular culture from the
1950s to the present day and assesses the impact of such
images on women's real lives. 20,000 first printing. Tour.
"The resulting material challenges previous findings in those
feminist and youth anthropological studies based on too
narrow a concept of class, ethnicity or populist approaches to
culture. Rejecting the still prevalent notion of resistance, this
study reveals instead that the girls' activities are more about
accommodation to the constraining givens of social life,
stretching these to discover their possibilities while
simultaneously working hard to remain within their
parameters of safety and reassurance. In this conceptual
framework popular music and other global cultural texts
emerge to gain a new significance within their local
settings."--BOOK JACKET.
Good,No Highlights,No Markup,all pages are intact, Slight
Shelfwear,may have the corners slightly dented, may have
slight color changes/slightly damaged spine.
"At its core was a suspicion of emotional attachments
between men and women. Boys were taken under their
father's wing from a young age and taught the virtues of
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reason, responsibility, and maturity. Intimate bonds with
mothers were discouraged, as were individual expression,
pride, and play. The mature man who moderated his passions
and contributed to his family and community was admired, in
sharp contrast to the young, adventurous, and aggressive
hero who would emerge after the American Revolution and
embody our modern image of masculinity."--BOOK JACKET.
**This book may contain triggers. This book is part of a series
and ends on a cliffhanger.** A twisted mafia romance about
quiet wealth and refined darkness Sienna It’s been ten years
since he left me with nothing but a pendant, a photo, and a
broken heart. He was but a ghost, there one minute and gone
the next. I picked myself up, dried my eyes, and built my life
without him. Now he has come back into my life like a raging
storm surrounded by crime and bloodshed. I no longer need
him, but that doesn’t mean I don’t want him—or just a little
taste… Elio Ten years ago, I had to leave behind the only light
I had in my life. Without her, I live in darkness. I am not proud
of the things I’ve done, nor the blood that’s been shed.
Everything I did had been to protect her. We live by our
code—family, power, loyalty, and protection. Our empire is
built on the bones of our enemies. Now that she is back and
we have a second chance, they will learn one way or another
you do not touch my queen. Capri Famiglia will rise to the top
no matter the cost, bloodshed, or the lines that will have to be
blurred.
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death
relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose bookstealing and story-telling talents help sustain her family and
the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.
This book helps teachers understand the links between
cooperative learning (also known as collaborative learning
and peer learning) and other student-centered approaches. It
discusses cooperative learning and communities of practice;
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cooperative learning and neuroscience; cooperative learning
and critical thinking; cooperative learning and alternative
assessment; cooperative learning and multiple intelligence;
cooperative learning and positive education; cooperative
learning and meeting the needs of introverts; and cooperative
learning and justice issues, with each chapter exploring a
different aspect of how education can be student centered. If
you are looking for a fresh perspective on cooperative
learning, this book is for you. It helps you explore how
cooperative learning is so much more than just asking
students to arrange themselves in a group, and considers
how cooperative learning can fit with other areas of education
that you care about. Although the two authors both completed
their PhDs in the West, they have taught in Asia for the past
25+ years, working with students and teachers from a wide
variety of Asian and other countries, and with teachers from a
very wide variety of content areas who teach students of
many different ages.
???????????,????,?????????????????......?????????????????
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"Introduce the effective power of the mini-lesson format into
your classroom and discover the skills you need to teach your
young writers. With fifty-nine mini-lessons organized by the
function they serve in the kindergarten classroom, and
calendars that outline skills expectations for your students'
first year of writing instruction, this resource helps you
customize the power of Writers' Workshop so you can meet
the needs of your emergent writers."
Legacy of a Hero is the remarkable story of Genio Basilici,
legendary patriarch of an Italian community near Boston. In
1946, he sends his son, Enrico, to Italy to find and assist
family members in the aftermath of war. Alternating with his
son's search and harrowing escape from a Neapolitan street
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gang and his brief but passionate affair with Graciella, Genio
relives his arrival in America at the turn of the century in
flashbacks of memory. It was a time when virulent prejudice
and constant, anti-Italian hate campaigns forced him to step
forward in defense of his countrymen; the time of the Great
Depression, of Sacco and Vanzetti and the anarchist
movement. It was a time when a huge influx of non-English
speaking immigrants flooded our cities and sparked a
firestorm of resentment. It was an incendiary era when
ordinary individuals rose to extraordinary heights. It was a
time to remember.
Offers a look at the Net Generation in the workforce, the way
they process information and learn, the methods that inspire
and influence them, and the tools they need to keep them
engaged in a dynamic business environment.
Some secrets are better left untouched. Sienna I’m seeing a
war unfold before my eyes. My past and future have now
collided, and my heart is split in two. As the battle rages on,
secrets surface and truths circle the drain, threatening to suck
me under. Elio promised we had the rest of our lives together,
but now he’s questioning my history and doubting my loyalty.
Elio Love and family are all that matter, so I keep a careful
eye on our new visitors who have awoken the hornets’ nest
and revealed the snakes that have lain dormant for years. As
I try to protect Sienna from her own past, betrayals are
surfacing, and my paranoia is intensifying. One secret is
discovered that will undoubtably change everything. **May
contain triggers, intended for a mature audience 18+. Does
end on a cliffhanger-ish. Sneak peek of book 3, Quiet Power,
at the end. I promise all will be okay.**
Demonstrates how introverted people are misunderstood and
undervalued in modern culture, charting the rise of extrovert
ideology while sharing anecdotal examples of how to use
introvert talents to adapt to various situations.
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The author describes her childhood in rural Oklahoma, from
the Dust Bowl days to the end of the Eisenhower era
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